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Charles Van Doren should be given a citation by the President and a boost in salary by CBS because he came clean. Before the whole world he admitted he lied for money, continuing the tradition that Washington set about the cherry tree.

About Advertising—

Modern day advertising bares its strategy on the assumption that the bulk of American people are shallow and concerned with surface realities and that's why advertising has failed so miserably.

About Formalized Education—

That process you go through so that you may discover why you need not have felt inferior to the person who got an "education" when you did not.

About the Artist—

The person who feels that nobody understands him but that everybody should and tries to provide them with that opportunity.

About Politicians—

That group which specializes in demogogery. They are set apart from all the rest of the people by this special gift made necessary by all the other people who are so pure in their positions that they all have different positions — all true and honest — so it takes a dishonest guy to please them. Our politicians therefore sacrifice their positions of honesty to the one position of dishonesty for the several positions of honesty.

About Segregation—

Segregationists are those persons who looked long and hard (Continued on Page 6)
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to find someone they could feel superior to and hate.

Integrationists are those who hate the haters. But their position is more justified because they hate with the majority a minority that hates a minority. This makes it a democratic hate.

About Liberals and Conservatives

Liberals are those who have discovered they can't defeat the march of history, especially when you don't know what have-not group will next occupy an influential political position. They therefore observe the tides, and like a surfboard, ride every wave of complaint to shore not knowing which one will make the big splash but when it does they can say they were on to it from the beginning.

Conservatives are those who are "in" so to speak. Who the hell wants to tamper with a good thing so long as that good thing is theirs.

About Democrats and Republicans

Democrats are those who hate the big group because the little group hates the big guys and there are more little guys over twenty-one than there are big guys over twenty-one.

Republicans are those who jealously guard basic American rights, especially those dealing with property.